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WELCOME: CEO’S MESSAGE

Welcome to the 2018 special edition of Compliance & Ethics Professional, in which we take a look at the recently completed 17th Annual Compliance & Ethics Institute (CEI).

It was another exciting year for CEI, with almost 1,800 people from more than 40 countries in attendance. There were so many great educational sessions to choose from, fun networking activities, and a wonderful selection of vendors to visit with in the exhibit area. While it’s always great to visit with people who have been to CEI many times, it was also great to see an energized room filled with more than 170 professionals at the first-time attendee breakfast. They didn’t waste any time in developing relationships that will likely last for years.

We were fortunate to have some great keynotes during the general sessions. It began with a lively discussion from author Scott Eblin on overcoming the feeling of being overworked and overwhelmed. On Tuesday morning we were treated to an informative, and perhaps a bit scary, session on artificialintelligence from Amber Mac. And later on Tuesday, the final CEI general session involved a thought-provoking panel discussion on #MeToo led by SCCE board member Jenny O’Brien, with panelists Rebecca Walker, Robin Everhart, and Paul Fiorelli. Along the way, I was privileged to have had the opportunity to present my own general session on how manipulative compliance violators work, using one of my favorite true stories to illustrate.

But the highlight of this year’s CEI for many of us was the heartfelt tribute given to retiring CEO and SCCE co-founder Roy Snell by board member and co-founder Odell Guyton during the opening session. And Roy’s speech that followed was classic Roy—all about how much he benefited from all of you, the compliance profession, over the years. No mention of all his major contributions to the profession and this organization. Of course, the tributes to Roy didn’t stop there. One of the highlights for me was watching the nonstop parade of people going up to Roy to thank him and wish him happiness in his retirement.

I hope you enjoy the reports on CEI 2018 that are contained in this issue. But even more, I hope to see everyone at CEI 2019 in National Harbor, Maryland, just outside Washington, DC.
NEW FROM SCCE

BUILDING AN
ETHICAL CULTURE

With this book, you’ll learn:

• What it means to have an ethical culture and why it’s critical to your organization’s survival

• How to build a solid foundation for a compliance and ethics program that thrives

• How to inspire, support, and reward ethical behavior

• Strategies and tactics to strengthen and reinforce values-based behavior and a commitment to integrity over time

Available online now at corporatecompliance.org/books
There was no more rewarding way to begin my new term as the President of the Society of Corporate Compliance and Ethics & Health Care Compliance Association than to spend four days at the Compliance & Ethics Institute (CEI). Walking through the exhibit hall and sitting in on sessions, I could feel the energy of the compliance community and see the commitment of our members.

Despite the temptations of Las Vegas, the meeting was packed from the breakfast for first-time attendees at 7:15 on Sunday morning, to the end of the networking receptions with the exhibitors on Sunday and Monday nights, and right through the post-conference sessions on Wednesday morning. The conference attendees filled the rooms and filled the air with discussions about their challenges and new ideas for meeting them.

As I sat in on sessions, I was amazed at how large our profession has become. I don't mean just that we can have 1,800+ people at a conference — rather, how many tough issues compliance is now called upon to tackle and how well-thought-out so many compliance programs are today.

Ours is now truly a global profession in both the issues we tackle and our membership. Approximately 10% of the attendees at the CEI came from outside the US, bringing with them their experiences and appreciation for the opportunity to learn. And it is worth noting that, as I write this, SCCE has just under 1,400 members from outside the US.

I look forward to serving as your board president for the next year and, hopefully, seeing you at the 2019 Compliance & Ethics Institute in National Harbor, Maryland. *
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To shake things up a bit, there was a change in format for this year’s Compliance & Ethics Institute. Instead of having two keynote sessions back-to-back each morning, SCCE split them up. One came in the morning, and one closed out the day.

The new format seemed to work well, and that’s due in no small measure to the speakers and their presentations. Scott Eblin, author of *The Next Level*, shared insights into how to improve leadership skills, and he even had the whole audience up on their feet doing a bit of yoga.

Incoming CEO Gerry Zack mesmerized the audience with his tale of a master manipulator and art forger, and told us the signs to watch out for in our own organizations when people try to manipulate others.

Technology guru Amber Mac shared the potential and risks of artificial intelligence—and left everyone looking differently at the technology around us.

Finally, Jenny O’Brien, chief compliance officer at UnitedHealthcare, led a fascinating panel focused on what we as compliance professionals need to know about the #MeToo movement.

Each of the keynote sessions did what every conference organizer hopes for: they inspired the audience to think deeply and differently about the challenges we all face.
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If you are ordering individual sessions, please check the box by each session you wish to purchase.

**PRE-CONFERENCE**

- [ ] P1 Ethics & Compliance Risk Management 101: Program Essentials and Effective Practice
- [ ] P2 AT&T’s Compliance Training Evolution/Revolution
- [ ] P3 A Tale of Two Companies—Experiencing the Best of Times and the Worst of Times through the Eyes of Two Organizations that Considered Themselves Ethical
- [ ] P4 Anti-Corruption Workshop: FCPA and other Anti-Corruption Enforcement Hot Topics and Compliance Best Practices
- [ ] P5 Audits Conducted Under Attorney Client Privilege: How to Manage the “ACP” Framework During an Audit Engagement
- [ ] P6 Launching Ladies into Senior Leadership
- [ ] P7 Building a Culture of Compliance Learning Excellence - 4 Multi-Nationals Share Their Insight
- [ ] P8 Preventing Harassment: Can Compliance Ever Succeed?
- [ ] P9 3 Part Investigations Workshop
- [ ] P10 Trade Compliance Risks: What You Don’t Know, Can Hurt You!
- [ ] P11 Ethics 101 from Theory to Application: What Would Kant Think About Tarantino Flix?
- [ ] P12 Facebook and Equifax: Meeting Increased Customer Expectations, Not Just Regulatory Requirements
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- [ ] 101 Social Media: Risks & Redemption
- [ ] 102 Advancing a Culture of Integrity by Building Strong Climates
- [ ] 103 A Modern Day Construction Industry Compliance Program
- [ ] 104 Challenges of Working with Intermediaries in Emerging Markets
- [ ] 105 Compliance Oversight for Boards and Managers
- [ ] 106 AI Is Coming: Future-proof Your Career and Your Compliance Program
- [ ] 107 Compliance & Ethics Training: What You Need to Know
- [ ] 108 Compliance Fast and Slow - Lessons From Behavioral Economics
- [ ] 109 Practices in Ethics and Compliance (E&C) Program Management That Can Undermine the Effectiveness of Your E&C Program
- [ ] 110 Just Listen: Silently Connecting to the Untold Stories to Shape Culture
- [ ] 201 Global Antitrust Compliance—Assessing Risks and Creating an Effective Antitrust Program
- [ ] 202 Ethical Considerations for Compliance Officers and Lawyers
- [ ] 203 Building Awareness: Creatively Branding and Marketing Your “Comply Ant” Program
- [ ] 204 Artificial Intelligence in Third Party Compliance
- [ ] 205 Start-ups, Autonomous Cars and Everything (Compliance) in Between: Compliance Program Management, Issues & Challenges From the Perspective of GM and Cruise Automation
- [ ] 206 Corporate Compliance and Information Technology Challenges—Business Confidentiality and Employment Agreement, Communication with Competitors, Cyber Security and Privacy Laws
- [ ] 207 How to Score your Compliance Program using Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), Metrics, Maturity Ratings and Other Approaches
- [ ] 208 MGM Resorts International: Journey to the Future of Mobile & Augmented Reality
- [ ] 209 Repeat Complainers: Chronic Complainers or the Forgotten
- [ ] 210 The Next Phase of Compliance Communication
- [ ] 301 M&A Transactions: Tactics and Strategies for Effectively Managing Ethics and Compliance Risk
- [ ] 302 Business Ethics 101: Why do People Cheat
- [ ] 303 Are You Considering Offering a Compliance Week? (or How to Create a Compliance Week That Doesn’t Suck)
- [ ] 304 Communications Best Practices for a Global Workforce
- [ ] 305 Counseling Compliance in Small to Medium Sized Businesses
- [ ] 306 Putting People First: Protection of Personal Identifiable Information (PII) in a Landscape of Constant Change
- [ ] 307 Privacy Trends Around the World and the Implications to a Global Organization
- [ ] 308 What If Model: Leverage Organizational Resources to Craft Compliance Training (and Certification)
- [ ] 309 Managing Third Party Compliance Programs on a Global Scale
- [ ] 310 Making Connections Count: Tips to Gain Value Through Networking
- [ ] 401 Working with Uncle Sam: Managing Compliance Risk when Providing Services to the U.S. Government
- [ ] 402 Demystifying Forensic Accounting
- [ ] 403 Building a Corporate Culture that Combats Sexual Misconduct
- [ ] 404 Global Compliance—One Size Does Not Fit All
- [ ] 405 Dos and Don’ts for Compliance Personnel at International Non-Profits

*Most sessions are being recorded, but a few are not. If a session does not appear on the form, a recording of it may not be available. Please call 888.277.4977 with any questions. Available sessions are subject to change. The most current version of this form can be found on our website.*
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If you are ordering individual sessions, please check the box by each session you wish to purchase.

CONFERENCE (Continued)

☐ 406 Software License Compliance: Costly, Challenging, Changing, and Continuing
   Chaos: Why It’s Hard, Intensifying, and Sub-Radar, & What To Do To Risk-Mitigate and
   Contribute Effectively

☐ 407 Decades into Maturing Compliance Programs, Are Anonymous Reporters Treated with
   the Respect They Deserve?

☐ 408 Effective Use of Forensic Data Analytics to Mitigate Compliance Risks

☐ 409 Advanced Ethics and Compliance Program Design

☐ 410 The 7 Habits of an Effective Compliance and Ethics Professional

☐ 501 Using Privacy Impact Assessments Effectively

☐ 502 Developing a Culturally Competent Compliance Program

☐ 503 Adopting an Internal Control—Integrated Framework, Benefits for Non-Profit
   Organizations

☐ 504 Crash Course on United Kingdom and Ireland Regulations for US Companies

☐ 505 Leveraging Recent Developments in the Law to Advance Your Program

☐ 506 The EU General Data Protection Regulation: What We Know, Six Months In

☐ 507 Get What You Need Out of Your Gift, Entertainment, and Travel (GET) Policy and
   Approval System

☐ 508 Innovative Strategies for Fostering a Compliance Culture

☐ 509 Decades to Build, Seconds to Destroy: Proactive Compliance On Your Own Terms to
   Avoid or Mitigate An Enforcement Action

☐ 510 Building Culture through Communication and Engagement

☐ 601 RIM: It’s Not Just about the Records

☐ 602 Ethical Considerations of Artificial Intelligence

☐ 603 Built in, Not Bolt on: Creating a Compliance Program for a Tech Startup

☐ 604 Foreign Agents, Partners & Intermediaries: You Can’t Live With Them, But You Can’t Live
   Without Them

☐ 605 Preventing Harassment and Discrimination: Why the Current System Fails and What to do
   About it

☐ 606 Creating Cyber Incident Response Plans

☐ 607 What Are the OIGs - and Why You Should Care

☐ 608 OFAC Sanctions: Navigating the Minefield

☐ 609 Building an Ethics Culture & Compliance Program through a Corporate Business Mentor-
   Protégé Program

☐ 610 Outstanding Collaboration: Can’t We Just All Get Along?

☐ 701 Divided Loyalties: Conflict of Interest Risks, Impact and Effective Management Strategies

☐ 702 Unethical Acts—Why We do What We do

☐ 703 Lights! Camera! Compliance! ...How Making a Movie Changed Our Culture

☐ 704 While You Were Sleeping: Insights about the Realities of Ethics & Compliance in Asia from
   a Regional Compliance Director

☐ 705 To Privilege or Not to Privilege: The Role of Attorney Advice in Performing Risk Assessments
   and Running a Compliance Program

☐ 706 Who, What, Why: PC

☐ 707 If the Wall Street Journal Calls, Will You Be Ready?

☐ 708 The Road to ISO 37001 Anti-bribery Management Systems: How We Get There and
   Why it’s Worth it

☐ 710 LinkedIn 2.0: How to Maximize your LinkedIn Membership

POST-CONFERENCE

☐ W1 Vendor Risk Management in Practice: Three Steps to Take for the Three Capabilities
   You Need

☐ W2 How to Conduct a High-Quality Ethics and Compliance Program Evaluation

☐ W3 International Fraud, Ethics and Culture Seen Through the Lens of a Fraud Examiner

☐ W4 Avoiding Investigation Pitfalls: A Boots on the Ground Perspective

☐ W5 Never Hearing "I Told You So"—Best Practices for Preparing and Responding to a
   Federal Investigation

☐ W6 Implementing GDPR at Scale: Best Practices and Lessons Learned from Microsoft’s Journey

☐ W7 Around the World in 80 Minutes

☐ W8 Millennials is a Dangerous Word: A conversation about bias and stereotypes in
   the workplace

☐ W9 Leave No Stone Unturned: Looking for Hidden Risks

☐ W10 I Would Never Do That! How Your Brain Circumvents Ethics and Compliance Efforts

☐ W11 Turning the Tide of Your Culture without Being Hit by a Tsunami

☐ W12 Dancing with Danger: How to Respond to the Changing Risk Environment in Latin America

☐ W13 Yin and Yang—Leveraging the Strengths of Legal and Compliance

☐ W14 Everything 3rd, 4th, & Nth Party Risk Management: Understanding the Key Elements of
   an Effective Privacy & Cybersecurity Program - Contracting, Due Diligence, Auditing &
   Monitoring, Remediating Gaps, Terminating

☐ W15 Designing a Built-In Compliance Program

☐ W16 Effective Human Trafficking Compliance: Practical Steps for Combating Modern Day
   Slavery in Your Corporate Supply Chain

GENERAL SESSIONS

☐ Keynote Address: Next Level Leadership

☐ Keynote Address: What an Art Forger Can Teach Us About Manipulation and Non-Compliance

☐ Keynote Address: Artificial Intelligence: A Day in Your Life in Compliance & Ethics

☐ Keynote Address: Sexual Harassment and the Role of the Compliance Program

Most sessions are being recorded, but a few are not. If a session does not appear on the form, a
recording of it may not be available. Please call 888.277.4977 with any questions. Available sessions
are subject to change. The most current version of this form can be found on our website.
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Navigating the technology curve

Compliance professionals must keep ahead of the technology curve to successfully fulfill their role. This theme wove through many of the 2018 CEI sessions, tying together elements of privacy, cybersecurity, third-party due diligence, and risk assessment.

Attending my first CEI, I was particularly interested in hearing a new perspective on risk and mitigation. As an internal auditor, my role as the “third line of defense” is distinct from compliance professionals who serve as the “second line,” but we share a goal of improving organizational effectiveness. We achieve this shared goal in different ways, but there are many opportunities to collaborate and avoid duplicating efforts.

As technology continues to change the way organizations operate, the way the lines of defense collaborate must change too. In their session on personal identifiable information (PII), Whittney Tom and Nisha Sehn presented an example of changing how and when compliance can work with functional managers — rather than waiting to check if the privacy officer has mapped PII data flows — and be proactively involved to assure 1) that data are mapped and 2) that risks are identified and mitigated. Internal audit can and should be part of this proactive effort.

Megan Moloney added to the technology curve theme in her session on creating cyber incident response plans. An effective plan hinges on understanding data flows before a cyberbreach occurs, and should include mapping of data collection and storage by third parties. Audit and compliance professionals can assist the organization by providing an objective assessment of data ownership, supply chain risks, and the resiliency of response plans.

Matt Kelly, Fernanda Beraldi, and Ed Broecker tackled the question of who should own vendor risk management. The answer requires collaborating with functional managers to understand how anti-bribery, fraud, cybersecurity, and other relevant risks are assessed, and then documenting a formal process owned by the business units. Compliance and internal audit functions can use the shared risk assessment to provide advice, oversight, monitoring, and assurance.

The ultimate challenge for compliance professionals is not just keeping up with the technology curve, but doing so while maintaining the core functions of a successful compliance program. Thanks to the hard work of SCCE staff and members, the resources and support are readily available to those up for the challenge.
For the past three years (2015–2017), I was honored to have moderated an Advanced Discussion Group entitled, “From Bangkok to Bogotá and Boston to Brussels, Global ABC and FCPA Benchmarks, Best Practices and Boot Camps: One Size Does Not Fit All.” This year I needed a new topic. In collaboration with Mary Shirley from Fresenius, we came up with “Secrets from In-house Ethics & Compliance Buyers: How to Keep the Gate and Your Sanity.”

Many in-house compliance officers (COs) and personnel feel that they are consistently bombarded by vendors. Things got so bad for one CO during the Compliance & Ethics Institute coffee breaks, she would speed through the exhibit hall, eyes down, careful not to draw the attention of any of the booth personnel. No matter how many tchotchkes or iPad raffles, this CO did not have product needs or was happy with her current vendor.

In our session, we had attendees from in-house counsel (COs and support staff), outside counsel (who in this case are vendors), and solutions providers representing ethics and compliance training, case management, and hotline solutions. Although the vendors were in the minority, they held their own and presented their side of the story. One said, “Of course we do not expect to develop a best-friend relationship immediately. This takes time. What we are looking to do is to build trust with our potential client over time, and if the need arises, then we have a foundation to work from.”

One CO from a global energy company shared that he needs to have global vendors in place before a situation occurs, so it is critical for him to not only have ongoing vendor relationships, but also have contracts in place and vendors engaged in advance of a problem arising.

Both the in-house buyers and solution providers agreed that the RFP process is cumbersome, exhausting, and often requires gathering information that does not speak directly to in-house needs. Finally, the room agreed that for the most part, their vendors observe the proper etiquette, but sometimes a few bad apples ruin it for the whole profession.

In closing, I asked everyone to remember that sometimes we’re the buyer and (in the case of an in-house counsel going back to the big law firm), sometimes we are the solution provider. As Mark Knopfler said in a song, “Sometimes you’re the windshield; sometimes you’re the bug.”

by Jay Rosen

Compliance buyers and outside providers agree: RFPs stink
Think globally about compliance and ethics

International Compliance 101, Second Edition provides the basic information you need to establish a compliance and ethics program and keep it active and growing.

Visit corporatecompliance.org/books or call +1 952.933.4977 to order
by Liz Ray

SCCE booth was buzzing

The SCCE Booth was buzzing with activity at the 17th Annual Compliance & Ethics Institute in Las Vegas! Attendees flocked to the booth to visit our publications, certification, and social media teams. Staff was able to help people find the books, membership, or conference information they were looking for.

When attendees were done getting the important questions asked, they moved on to have some fun at our prize wheel! Attendees spun for their chance at one of several prizes, along with stocking up on goodies from our takeaway table.

by Nancy Gordon

SCCE Publication’s booth

A wealth of publications displayed in the SCCE booth gave attendees the chance to spend quality time with a wide range of expert guidance found in SCCE’s books, magazines, and newsletters. Some visitors chose to stock up on the latest tools, while others just enjoyed the time to read and reflect.

This year’s top sellers (beyond perennial best seller, Compliance 101) included the new edition of International Compliance 101 and Investigative Interviewing. Many visitors came by the booth to pick up their complimentary copies of Report on Supply Chain Compliance, SCCE’s new newsletter that will be available in January 2019 for subscription.
The 17th Annual Compliance & Ethics Institute gathered people from around the world to tweet, blog, and share their CEI experience!

At this year’s CEI, nearly 300 compliance and ethics professionals used #SCCEcei on Twitter to connect with others. Attendees were able to visit our LinkedIn Booth to create, polish, or add that one missing piece to their profiles.

Finally, attendees visited our Social Media Booth to tell their CEI story and become featured on our blog, complianceandethics.org. Whether it was their first time or tenth time, everyone was sharing their CEI experience in one way or another!

by Doug Stupca

Compliance, ethics, and social media
**TWEETING AT THE MEETING**

Heather Mark, Ph.D. @DrHeatherMark - Oct 23
Great point made today - how many US Compliance professionals have "international" in their titles, but have no passport? Understanding culture is vitally important to global compliance programs. #scce18

Walter E. Johnson @walter_johnson8 - 19h
Best of luck to all the candidates sitting for the CCEP and the CCEP-H today. I wish you much success! To the 1st timers, I hope you enjoyed the SCCE18 as much as I did. I look forward to hearing about your achievements next year in my home state!

Matt Kriby @mattkriby - Oct 24
Why not get a photo together at a booth? Social media shots from the SCCE 2018 conference. Have a look at what's happening. #Compliance #CCEP #scce18

Derek Nunnink @dereknunnink - Oct 22
Magically entered the 2018 SCCE18 conference at the event site this morning then ran into outgoing CEO @RaySmelserSCCE and got my first shot of the week. No, it's going to be a great week.

Joan E. Armstrong @JoanArmstrong - 19h
Thank you all @SCCE18 for your participation today - thanks to @KeithRobidou & @MaryShirley for all your hard work on the panel.

Amber Mac @ambermac - Oct 27
Just so everyone @SCCE knows, I won't be able to do this at tomorrow's keynote unless I have a little more time to practice. #SCCE18

Samantha Griswold @samanthagr - Oct 21
Energetic headstands led by @ScottEtolin @SCCE #scce18 activating the next level of #Leadership

Fernando Desalda @fernando4280 - Oct 24
Join Corporate Compliance researchers and 15 new to discuss Enterprise Risk Management. @SCCE #SCCE18 See you there! #Compliance

Emma Myers @emma_myersmca - Oct 21
Here everyone sharing their #SCCE18 experiences and getting some inspiration!
Exhibit hall activities

The exhibit hall was the fun place to be to connect with attendees, exhibitors and sponsors, and SCCE staff at the 2018 Compliance & Ethics Institute! The exhibit hall offered caricatures, free t-shirts, a prize wheel, head shots, and great food and beverages. We hope you found new products, services, or industry information to boost your compliance program—and had fun! Plan now to join us again in 2019!

by Liz Ray

Fitness Challenge

The Fitness Challenge returned for the second year at the CEI, and it sure kept everyone moving! With more than 375 participants and the prizes given at random, attendees were on the move to try and win. The challenge included steps tracked between Monday morning and Tuesday afternoon. Check out these stats:

- 11 Fitness Challenge participants exceeded 60,000 paces
- 18 Fitness Challenge participants exceeded 40,000 paces
- 39 Fitness Challenge participants exceeded 25,000 paces
- 89 Fitness Challenge participants exceeded 10,000 paces
- 378 Fitness Challenge participants, in total, exceeded 4.4 million paces!
Each year at the Compliance & Ethics Institute, we recognize individuals and organizations that have gone above and beyond to elevate our profession. In the past, we have done so on Monday night at an awards dinner. To enable more members of the compliance and ethics community to share in the event, SCCE did something different in 2018: An award winner was recognized on Monday and Tuesday at the start of the general sessions.

Joe Murphy presented an award to Brazil’s Ministry of Transparency and Comptroller-General of the Union “for its work in encouraging effective compliance programs in Brazil.” Minister Wagner de Campos Rosário accepted the award, saying, “The recognition of the Ministry’s work towards the promotion of integrity in Brazil gratifies us greatly, as it is the result of many efforts undertaken over the last years.”

On Tuesday, Ty Francis, MBE, presented an award to the UK’s Institute of Business Ethics (IBE), which “has been a hub for discussion, research, and practical advice for more than 30 years.” Philippa Foster Back, CBE, director of IBE, accepted the award and cited the importance of “ongoing and sustainable relationships with your stakeholders, based on mutual benefit, respect, and integrity.”

by Adam Turteltaub

SCCE International Awards
by Taci Gregory

Braindates

At this year’s CEI, SCCE was excited to offer a new up-and-coming way to network with other conference goers: Braindates, which offered a more targeted approach to meet people and discuss topics relevant to what each attendee was looking for. The Braindates lounge was buzzing all three days, and great connections were made.

Here’s what some people had to say about their experience:

“I felt like I had a supportive environment to meet the right people at CEI. The logistics of meeting people are removed because you have the Braindate team to guide you through your experience. It was a great structured way to meet a friend that you never knew that you had!”

– Jonathan Armstrong, Technology & Compliance Lawyer at Cordery

“It was amazing! I was happy that I had a SCCE password problem, so I had the chance to connect with the Braindate team by email, and I had the chance to meet them on-site. So after that, everything was smooth from there. My Braindate experience was the highlight of the conference! And the conference was the highlight of my multiple conference attendance confirmations over the year.”

– Angelo Paparelli, Certified Immigration Specialist at Syefarth

“Braindates, it’s like Uber for networking, [and] it’s great to connect people who have the same backgrounds! I don’t have anything against small talk, but these conversations are much more purposeful, and we can cut straight to the chase. It’s a great tool to use as an exhibitor to meet people…and share tips.”

– Chris Osborn, Facilitator/Consultant at ReelTime CLE

“I think it was a great opportunity to meet with people who had common interests as opposed to a random meeting. It’s much more focused and targeted. I created my Braindate profile several weeks ago and have done multiple Braindates. It’s an efficient system to connect with people at a large event.”

– John Jacobs, Senior Principal Consultant at ACA Compliance

“Braindate was a terrific addition to the SCCE annual meeting. It is a fantastic way to meet other compliance professionals, and share information in a comfortable and relaxed setting. The Braindate staff was attentive, supportive, and invaluable to coordinating successful sessions. They are an important component of the Braindate function.”

– Michael Volkov, CEO at The Volkov Group

✵
Thirty-seven volunteers participated in this year’s Compliance & Ethics Institute volunteer project. Attendees gathered on Saturday morning to help package food for those in need at Three Square Food Bank.

Three Square is an affiliate of Feeding America that serves four counties in Southern Nevada. They source wholesome food, raise funds, and rely on volunteers to help support their programs. Three Square estimates that one in seven Southern Nevada residents are food insecure. This equates to more than 271,000 people who do not have enough to eat, many of whom are children.

Our team was assigned to prepare non-perishable food items for the BackPack for Kids program. Many hands make for light work! We created more than 4,300 bags of nutritious and easy-to-prepare food for children to take home on the weekend.

For more information about Three Square programs, visit threesquare.org.

by Amie Mayo

CEI attendees give back

The Silent Auction at the Compliance & Ethics Institute is always a favorite activity for attendees! This year we raised more than $6,000 to benefit America’s Fund! Items in the auction ranged from unique artwork to the always popular jewelry collections of Marjorie Doyle. We appreciate everyone’s participation, and whether you donated or bid on an item, America’s Fund thanks you! It was once again our honor to support this organization and the great work they do for our veterans.

by Jill E. Burke

Silent Auction
My SCCE experience

It was great to hear about the added emphasis organizations are placing upon learner engagement when it comes to compliance and ethics training during the 2018 Compliance & Ethics Institute. As an eLearning provider, I’ve had lots of interesting conversations with attendees who are looking for a fresh approach to their training—that is, a way to counter waning attention spans and increase the motivation levels of their learners.

Attendees at this year’s show have been keen to discuss how courses make use of gamification (the introduction of video game techniques, such as point scoring and collecting rewards, as well as training courses) to capture the attention of learners and avoid staleness. It’s important for employers to understand that gamification is not “dumbing down” or diluting computer-based learning. Rather, it is a method through which to engage and challenge learners to apply their knowledge—and it’s highly effective.

We also enjoyed lots of discussion around the use of microlearning as a training tool. Microlearning denotes very specific eLearning courses that are usually only a few minutes in length; the compact and highly relevant nature of these “mini” courses is specifically designed to combat the increased distraction levels felt by modern learners, and it has proven to increase knowledge retention.

In summary, we’ve had another interesting and busy show. There was a lot to talk with attendees interested in fresh eLearning solutions and what the future of computer-based training may hold.∗
I have attended seven CEIs in the past eight years (deciding that skipping the one held on my 25th wedding anniversary was in the best interest of my marriage), and this one was my favorite, for four reasons:

**Silver and gold**

There is an old song: “Make new friends but keep the old. One is silver and the other gold.” This year’s CEI had both.

**Gold:** Over the past few years, I have met a number of people at the CEI. Some of us who work at nonprofits across the US have formed an informal group and make a point of talking several times a year, conducting an annual benchmarking survey, and getting together for dinner, and this year was no different.

**Silver:** Though an introvert by nature, I work hard to meet new people, and that includes speaking at the CEI as often as SCCE will have me, introducing myself to people who are standing alone, and, this year, participating in a Braindate and meeting for lunch with complete strangers who posted on SCCEnet that they wanted to get together. These conversations gave me great ideas for my organization’s compliance program, invaluable contacts, and even the names of some national parks I need to visit!

**Exhibitors**

Over the years, I have gone from avoiding eye contact with the exhibitors (sorry!) to realizing they are there to provide us with solutions to our problems. This year I talked to a number of them, including an evening out with one of them, and an hour with another as we walked through how to use one of their products. I look forward to continuing to connect with them.

**The sessions**

I brought home many takeaways from the sessions and will spend time over the next week reviewing my notes and the handouts, and then laying out next steps. It’s clear how hard the planning committee works to bring in so many excellent speakers on a variety of relevant topics.

**The location**

I like to make the most of any location I am in, so a colleague from another nonprofit and I fly in a day early and share a room at our expense, and then we venture out into the beautiful locations beyond Vegas, including the Grand Canyon and Zion National Park. As compliance officers, we all have very challenging jobs, and enjoying the great outdoors is a great way to reinvigorate.

Here’s to next year’s CEI in Maryland!
By Ben DiPietro

Mister Rogers’ compliance neighborhood

On my flight home from SCCE’s Compliance & Ethics Institute, I watched the documentary movie about Fred “Mister” Rogers: Won’t You Be My Neighbor.

It’s a heartwarming look at the ordained minister from Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, whose children’s television show was devoted to explaining feelings to little kids that had no idea what feelings were, why they were having them, and what they could do to manage them. He showed them compassion as he explained the world to them and how they fit into it.

Mister Rogers was the embodiment of a decent person, the model of an ethical man.

He wasn’t afraid to tackle serious subjects—he did shows explaining the assassination of Robert Kennedy in 1968, he shared a pool of water with a black character to refute the hate that surrounded the civil rights movement, and he came out of retirement in 2001 to discuss what happened on 9/11.

If he were alive today, Mister Rogers would be needed more than ever in these divisive times.

Because of his ability to speak truth when it was hard or dangerous to do so, to stand up for what was right, to promote doing the right thing because it’s the right thing to do, Mister Rogers would have been a great compliance officer.

The themes he emphasized—behaving properly, showing others respect, admitting wrongdoing, and being held accountable—are the messages I hear every year at SCCE.

The best compliance trait Mister Rogers possessed: He was an excellent listener. And he knew the most important skill he could impart to the millions of children whose lives he touched was to get them to become good listeners.

Fred Rogers understood if people couldn’t properly listen, they would never really make a connection, never fully understand each other.

That word—listening—is the word I heard the most at this year’s SCCE. And with good reason: Listening is the key to any good ethics and compliance program.

Compliance people work tirelessly to foster cultures of integrity—cultures based on respectful listening, transparency, and accountability—but there is much work to be done to make sure all are heard, included, and considered.

Mister Rogers would be proud of the way the ethics and compliance profession doggedly keeps working to perpetuate the values he so cherished. And he would be very happy to know that people are listening to one another.*
by John Orlowski

CEI thoughts

More than 20 compliance professionals of varying skill levels from Koch Industries and Koch Companies attended the 2018 Compliance & Ethics Institute (CEI) in Las Vegas. We found that the 2018 CEI experience was not only a profitable way to obtain external knowledge that we can share and apply internally at Koch and our Koch Companies, but also a terrific forum for our compliance professionals to connect with each other and to our external peers.

This year we had several companies represented at CEI, including Koch Industries, Georgia-Pacific, Molex, Guardian Industries, Koch Ag & Energy Solutions, and Flint Hills Resources. Although the team attended a broad array of sessions, I noted that the CEI keynote topics such as #MeToo and forthcoming technology changes generated valuable sidebar discussions for us. We look forward to digesting the substantive knowledge gained to positively impact the way we manage issues internally and transform our organizations.

by Braden Lauer

World’s most ethical conference!

The SCCE Compliance & Ethics Institute is a great way to take a step back and observe how far we have developed as professionals and the maturity of our ethics and compliance programming. Our next phases in development are crucial during a time when technology and industry changes are happening faster than ever before. Current ethics and compliance trends observed during this conference help us measure where our program is in terms of progress and help us identify areas where we can further expand.

Participants’ willingness to share information about their plans and processes demonstrates the highly collaborative nature of our profession. With the positive environment, friendly faces, and intelligent discussion, in our book, we feel this is one of the world’s most ethical conferences!

Looking forward to next year!
Compliance is everywhere, but, as a compliance professional in the finance world, I can say that finance (as an industry) tends to believe that finance is all that exists.

In 2017, I sat for the CCEP exam in Nashville. I saw firsthand other compliance professionals making a difference in a variety of roles (e.g., healthcare devices, housing authorities, equal opportunity employment). Through my interactions at the SCCE academy, my understanding in compliance broadened—ultimately increasing the value of my skill set to my company and my colleagues.

Fast forward to 2018. At the 2018 SCCE Compliance & Ethics Institute (CEI) in Las Vegas, I saw yet another aspect of my career. Almost 40 compliance professionals joined together to create bags of pears and disassemble pallets of canned goods, boxed foods, and juices to increase efficiencies for additional volunteers who later assembled food bags for food-insecure families in the Las Vegas area. Simply, I was blessed to be able to give back during the conference. Even at Three Square (the food bank), I saw compliance at work—from the guidelines established for the safe handling of items to the collaborative effort of all the volunteers.

SCCE does a great job of blending compliance aspects across different industries. Really, compliance is everywhere. The universal tenets of a compliance program exist whether the program is for a high-end retail shop, a mid-sized university sports program, a Fortune 500 company, an oil and gas company, a small asset manager, or a local food bank. During the five days at the CEI, I made valuable connections with SCCE leadership as well as with compliance professionals from all walks of life and all corners of the globe. We freely shared insights and strategies and built strong friendships...all starting around the singular focus of developing more compliant and ethically geared programs.

As they say in Vegas, I’m “all in” (on SCCE). *
The Compliance & Ethics Institute (CEI) in Las Vegas provided immensely valuable information and opportunities for this one of some 170 or so first-time attendees.

New at this CEI was Braindate, an online program that allows attendees to form or meet with groups on topics of interest. Also for the first time, there was a LinkedIn Booth that allowed for you to consult with professionals on your profile. Two great learning events came in the form of keynote addresses, one delivered by Incoming CEO Gerry Zack on fraudster manipulation and another by Amber Mac on artificial intelligence.

I found that CEI differs from an SCCE academy in that there is no binder filled with materials correlated to each day’s learning. Also, you are not in one room for the duration of the event. The materials presented and the format of the programs are geared more for interactive learning rather than classroom-style learning. Offering more than 150 sessions covering 11 learning tracks such as ethics, case studies, multinational, and international topics; a mobile app; and exposure to numerous vendors, the CEI truly is a great place to learn, network, and enhance your compliance and ethics knowledge.

With dozens of topics covered each day, there are many choices of how to use your time. The care you spend in selecting programs that best meet your needs will help ensure the most effective use of your time and money.

What is very helpful and informative are the email messages you receive from SCCE after registering but in advance of the CEI. Through those messages you learn important tips to help you acclimate to the event, its location, and activities in which you can participate. Through sign-in sheets, attendees can gain accountancy and/or legal continuing education credits. For SCCE certified members, CEUs can be earned.

Sign-ups and room reservations are now available for the 2019 CEI to be held September 15–18, 2019, in National Harbor, Maryland. For information on future events, membership, or becoming certified, go to corporatecompliance.org.

I’m glad I went! ✵
OVERVIEW

by Adam Turteltaub

The first first-timers breakfast

To help make first-time attendees to the Compliance & Ethics Institute feel more at home, SCCE invited them to a breakfast just for them on Sunday morning. More than 150 people attended the event, which began bright and early at 7:15 on Sunday morning. CEO Gerry Zack was there to greet them, board member Samantha Kelen shared networking tips, and several members of the academy’s faculty were present as well.

The constant and loud din in the room was vivid aural proof that the breakfast worked. People who may have walked in the room feeling a bit lost and alone left with a feeling of belonging and a better sense of how to maximize their time at the Compliance & Ethics Institute.*

by Stephanie Tam

A remarkable experience:
My first SCCE CEI

When I was registering for my first SCCE Compliance & Ethics Institute event, I knew I was going to learn a lot from the variety of tracks and sessions offered in the brochure, but after attending, I have gained so much knowledge and made so many great connections among peers. There were great keynote presentations and sessions, opportunities for meaningful discussion onsite at the events and during networking, meetings with different vendors in the exhibit hall, discussions of artificial intelligence and the importance of taking care of yourself, acknowledgements of great incentives and success, and a friendly fitness challenge.

I learned so much about effectively managing a compliance program, mitigating risk at our organization, artificial intelligence, preventing harassment and discrimination, managing conflict-of-interest risks, building an organizational culture, using key performance indicators, and so much more. I hope to take what I learned and apply it to my organization’s compliance program.

Thank you to all the staff, vendors, speakers, and attendees for a great event! *
I attended the SCCE 2018 Compliance & Ethics Institute as an exhibitor. Even from this vantage point, the energy and excitement was electric—high voltage! Seeing for the first time such an enthusiastic group of ethics professionals gathering together to share knowledge and experiences with each other was uplifting. Both attendees and exhibitors alike represented a wide spectrum of backgrounds, approaches, and insights.

Even before registration began, I accessed the SCCE conference app and was struck by not only the accurate, up-to-date information, but also the expansive list of topics and activities. The selected speakers were high-caliber, and the topics were relevant and current. Although I did not have time to participate, the Braindates were a great idea and—based on what I gathered from those who did—stimulated some intriguing dialog.

Surprisingly, I engaged in a “brain-date” of sorts during the Networking Lunch. Admittedly, when I first walked into the dining hall, I was intimidated by the number of people—nearly 1,700 participants. I found myself being transported back to the first day of middle school, wondering who would sit by me. But I was greeted by warm and inviting smiles as I took my seat. The person sitting next to me struck up a conversation that ended up being what I would consider a “divine appointment.”

The atmosphere of the conference led to plenty of other invaluable connections. People were friendly and willing to talk, share, and even offer support. We enjoyed a meal off-site with an exhibitor group that brings a creative, innovative edge to the world of compliance and ethics. Another day we had an impromptu dinner with the founder of a successful training organization who willingly shared valuable industry-related information and a heaping dose of inspiration.

If all of this were not enough, the professional photo station provided free quality headshots, the character sketches were delightful and great conversation pieces, and the food was delectable. I am leaving this conference with deep gratitude for the experience and looking forward to September 2019 in Maryland! *
I attended SCCE’s CEI for the first time this year, in Las Vegas, as a participant and an exhibitor for Dow Jones Risk & Compliance, and I was impressed by the experience. The CEI gave me a deeper understanding of how due diligence research—my area of expertise—fits within the broader sets of challenges faced by compliance teams in multinational corporations.

I was fortunate to be able to attend all of the CEI and thus participate in a wide range of events. On day one, I joined the volunteer event with Three Square. In small teams, we wrapped food packages for their BackPacks for Kids program, which supports 2,400 local families.

On day two, I participated in two in-depth three-hour sessions, which allowed the speakers to tease out the details of their experience in ways that would be impossible during short sessions, from the challenges identifying and remediating issues related to a foreign acquisition—and handling related investigations and possible regulatory implications (A Tale of Two Companies)—to the challenges of navigating the currents of global trade policy (Trade Compliance Risks). One interesting takeaway, to take just one example, was a discussion of secondary implications of Iranian sanctions, including on the impact on Central Asian distribution networks and on the significant risks of sales diversion. Activities in locations like Dubai, Turkey, or Kuwait could be an indication that goods are being subsequently moved to or through Iran—a likelihood that needs to be considered as part of due diligence.

Day three and four were mostly spent in the busy exhibition hall, though I found time to participate in a Braindate, a focused discussion typically with 2–4 participants, which can be hosted by any participant. The discussion highlighted how important it is to take a risk-based approach to third parties that is sensitive to the specifics of your business relationships—a takeaway that was also stressed in one of the final sessions (Vendor Risk Management in Practice) on day five.

This final session ended by outlining various steps companies can take when a red flag is identified during due diligence, a topic of particular interest to researchers whose business it is to unearth the red flags. It was good to hear that one of the first points of advice was do not ignore it.

Thank you to the organizers and speakers for a very successful conference.
The 2018 CEI, #SCCEcei, was a fantastic event. As a first-time attendee, I was impressed at the quality of speakers, keynotes, networking, and the willingness of industry experts to connect and share their knowledge and friendship. The breakout sessions were well designed around topical tracks, and breakout session speakers were not just sharing knowledge and experience but also practical lessons learned from the front lines. It’s hard to pick the most memorable moment, whether it be Amber Mac’s keynote on artificial intelligence, Incoming CEO Gerry Zack’s Dutch art fraud and ethics speech, or outgoing CEO Roy Snell’s classic Twitter post of a photo of his name badge next to a dropped mic.

One of the other unique features of the CEI were the Braindates. Having recently examined aspects of general corporate compliance in the US’s territory of Puerto Rico, I was able to coincidentally join a Braindate on Puerto Rico and have a sounding board conversation on potential applications of US practices on the island.

For me, CEI was also proof that networking connections often take place where you least expect them. While standing in the check-in queue for the CCEP-I certification exam, some brief banter about exam nervousness led to an international healthcare compliance connection and a post-exam celebratory and de-stressing shared pint. In short, I now have a go-to colleague for insights whenever I have a regulatory compliance question about Dutch-speaking Aruba. The world of compliance professionals is indeed small!
The SCCE Annual Compliance & Ethics Institute in Las Vegas was my first SCCE event. The quality of speakers and broad array of breakout sessions were incredible and worth the investment of time and money (and for many, including myself, travel) required from attendees.

Although there were many thought-provoking speakers, Scott Eblin’s keynote address, Next Level Leadership, left a lasting impression on me and highlighted a theme that I heard throughout the conference. My oversimplified summary of one of his points is as follows: Picking up tasks is a cognitive challenge most of us can grasp and handle well; however, many of us struggle with the emotional challenge of stopping or ending tasks, especially if we have performed the task for an extended period of time or if we feel uncertainty about what will happen if we stop doing something. In short, at least as I understood Mr. Eblin’s point, we are good at rational intelligence (IQ) and often not so good when it comes to emotional intelligence (EQ); however, compliance professionals must be equipped with both IQ and EQ in order to be effective, thrive, and avoid burnout.

Mr. Eblin’s point about emotional challenges and intelligence was touched upon, in varying degrees, by several other speakers.

How we listen (Walter E. Johnson’s session), asking ourselves tough questions about our own biases (Michael Johnson’s unconscious bias session), how AI will ethically and empathetically impact compliance programs (Amber Mac’s keynote address), finding creative ways to connect with other employees (whether through innovative strategies such as those highlighted by Stephanie Hillhouse or collaborating with other functions as highlighted by Kristy Grant-Hart and Angelika Flamm), and how we handle #MeToo and other sensitive matters all require emotional intelligence on our part as compliance professionals. Our emotional intelligence not only affects how we conduct our important work, but it also has a direct and indirect impact on the emotional wellbeing and experience of those around us and those people who our work affects (note Mr. Eblin’s point about how leaders control the weather).

Mr. Eblin also commented that “ambitious people don’t know how to breathe.” So take a moment or two to breathe, exercise, or relax. We will be more emotionally balanced and effective compliance professionals for it.

The opinions in this article are the author’s and do not necessarily represent the position of any organization.
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Join Us Next Year

Mark your calendars and plan your budget for the 2019 Compliance & Ethics Institute in the National Harbor, MD. Stay current on compliance solutions and resources at the cross-industry education and networking event. We organize sessions that offer the latest on hot topics and insights presented by industry experts. Explore real-world compliance issues, practical applications, and emerging trends. The conference is open to everyone within the compliance and ethics field.

Interested in earning your certification? Apply to take the optional Certified Compliance & Ethics Professional (CCEP)® or Certified Compliance & Ethics Professional-International (CCEP-I)® exam offered on the last day of the conference, a separate application and fee required.

complianceethicsinstitute.org

Questions? taci.gregory@corporatecompliance.org